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AôSETS

Since the 1980’s, concern with potencial climate
result of greenhouse gases (GHG) emissions is

of the International Panei on Climate
changes as
orowing. The creation
Chanqe (IPCC) in 1988 was a response to this concern while
the United Nations Framework Convention on Climate

Change (FCCC) is the first cooperative global attempt to
address this issue. Many countries signed the FCCC
aareement that, among other items, requires OECD countries

to reduce their GHG to the leves of 1990 by the year 2000
assistance for developing countries to

minimize GHG emissions as well.
and to provide
enhance their ability to

report highlights the difficulties that Brazil is facing
to achieve the ultimate goal of reducing GHG emissions. Our
aim is to improve the understanding of the economic driving
forces that are pushing GHG emissions up in the Brazilian
energy sector despite government commitment to mitigate
environmental impacts of energy suppiy and consumption.
Our report reviews the long term trends of Brazilian energy

estimates the related ghg

This

L.upply and demand, and it
emissions. The main driving forces of the energy sector

(population grow/th and urbanization; industrialization and
economic groth; energy policy; instiyutional arrangements

and pricingi and the options for mitigating CO, emissions are
analysed.



1  - Introduction

Since the 1980's, concern with potential climate

changes as result of greenhouse gases (GHG) emissions is
growing. The creation of the International Panei on Climate
Change (IPCC) in 1988 was a response to this concern while

United Nations Framework Convention on Climate

Change (FCCC) is the first cooperative global attempt to
address this issue^ Many countries signed the FCCC

agreement that, among other items, requires OECD countries
reduce their GHG to the leveis of 1990 by the year 2000

and to provide assistance for developing countries to
their ability to minimize GHG emissions as well.

the

to

enhance

This report intends to highlight the difficulties that
Brazil is facing to achieve the ultimate goal of reducing GHG
emissions^. It is assumed that response to this issue wili
remain largely determined by energy policies and that GHG
emissions are not the main foundation for energy policy. Our
aim is to improve the understanding of the economic driving
forces that are pushing GHG emissions up in the Brazilian

sector despite government commitment to mitigateenergy , ^
environmental impacts of energy suppiy and consumption.

The next section of our report reviews the long term
of Brazilian energy suppiy and demand, and it

the related GHG emissions. Section three studies
trends
estimates
the main driving forces of the energy sector: population

and urbanization; industrialization and economicgrowth
growth; energy policy; institutional arrangements and pricing.
Section four review the options for mitigating COj emissions,

pointing out opportunities and identifying economic hurdies.
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2 - Energy Demand and Cardon Emissions in Brazil

Before 1950, energy consumption in Brazil was mainly
suppiied with traditional energy sources (firewood) but it
changed substantially ever since then. Industrialization,
population growth, and urbanization were the driving forces
of this change. Import substitution industrialization policies
(Tavares, 1979) stimulated the widespread of energy-
intensive consumer goods (cars, electric appiiances etc), and
this was accompanied by a rapid growth of population and
an intensive urbanization process. Indeed, the Brazilian
population increased from 51,9 millions in-habitants in 1950
to 95,8 millions in 1970s, while the share of urban
population augmented from 36.2% to 55.9%, in the same

period. This rapid process of industrialization, population
growth and urbanization induced a very substantial increase
in energy consumption, specially oil products and electricitv
(table 1).

Table 1

Total Primary Energy Demand
(Millions of Toe)

1955 * 1970 1980 1990

59.38 32%

59.94 33%

4.10 2.2%

Oil Products

Electricity

Natural Gas

Sugar cane

Products

Coal

9.70 37% 25.06 34%

11.54 15%

0.16 0.2%

54.31 39%

37.38 27%

1.07 0.7%

0.80 3%

1.87 7%

1.70 6%

Traditional 12.43 47%

Total Demand 26.50 100%

3.53 4,8%

2.33 3%

32.00 43%

9.08 6.3%

5.20 4%

31.60 23%

138.64 100%

17.93 10%

9.40 5%

30.30 17%

183.05 100%74.62 100%

Sources: MME (1994) and Boa Nova (1985)

In the post war period, the main objective of the

Brazilian energy policy was to promote domestic suppiy of

ô
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induce industrialization (de Oliveira, 1977). Severalenergy to . ^ *
state-owned electric power Utilities were incorporated to

develop hydropower resources in different regions of the
country, and a national oil company (Petrobrás) was created
to exploit domestic oil resources and develop oil refining as
well. Efforts were made to promote domestic production of

coal but the poor quality of domestic coal restrained the role
of its suppiy.

At the beginning of the 1970's, hydropower was the

main primary energy source used to generate electricity while
imported oil was the chief source of fuels suppiy^ Imported
coal was used almost exclusively in the Steel industry that
was a large user of charcoal as well. Firewood was
extensively used in rural areas for cooking.

The oil crisis induced a major change in the Brazilian

energy policy. Oil was the only large Brazilian import. The oil
price escalation produced a very substantial deficit in the
trade balance that became a major macroeconomic barrier to
economic growth. The reduction of energy dependence was
then an energy policy priority.

with the intent of substituting imported oil
were launched. Petrobrás

Programs
for domestic energy sources
started to develop off-shore oil fields to increase domestic

production and eventually natural gas as well. Electricity use,
including thermal uses\ was intensively promoted and
domestic coal was subsidized. The use of biomass was
stimulated; the alcohol program was launched and charcoal
was subsidized. Cooperation with Germany to develop a
domestic nuclear power industry began as well. At the end
of the 1970's, an energy conservation program was initiated
but its main objective was in fact the substitution of

imported oil (Araújo & ali, 1993).

1970 and 1990, industrialization, urbanizationBetween . ● . x
and population growth remained the main determinants of

energy consumption. From the suppiy side, the impact of the
9
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new energy policy was immense however (table 1). The use

of modem fuels spread to rural areas, reducing the role of
traditional fuels in the Brazilian energy balance. Domestic
production of oil increased substantially, rapidly reducing the
Brazilian dependence of oil imports. Natural gas and alcohol
started to permeate the energy balance while the share of
electricity in the total energy consumption increased rapidly.
It is interesting to remark that despite the rapid decrease of
firewood use, the share of renewable energy sources
remained considerably high in the Brazilian economy (60%)
as compared to international average (about 23 percent -
CEPEL, 1994).

More recentiy, the Brazilian energy policy started to
change again. Several factors are reducing the scope for
renewables in the Brazilian energy balance. First, oil price is
expected to remain relatively low, reducing the
competitiveness of alternative energy sources. Second, large
oil resources were discovered off-shore, suggesting that
domestic production can suppiy liquid fuels demand. Third,
natural gas production is growing while imports from Bolivia

and Argentina are currentiy under negotiations. Moreover,
recent trends indicate that the alcohol share in total energy
consumption is diminishing and that the hydropower share is
likely to reduce in the near future as well.

Indeed, to substitute imported oil is no longer the core

iQQn® P°I'=Y- At the beginning of the
th» R®' .'=°""P''®hensive review of economic policy induced

DoVilf r to abandon import substitution
orolrl?' economy is being
progressively opened to foreign trade and investments.

long standina'Tn«t-t"^°'^''^ Policy is completely reshaping the

Chief amongst the^lT chanaes^^'^T®

energy scene. It i

process
state-owned companies in the

as
IS too soon to

sess the full impact of
1 0
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balance but there are reliableprivatization on the energy
signs that discount rates wili be substantially higher. This is
expected to reduce the economic attractiveness of long lead
time projects such as renewable energy sources.

In 1993, energy consumption in Brazil summed up to
182.7 MToe (table 2), of which 33 percent was fóssil fuel,

36 percent hydropower= and 22 percent biomass. The two
main components of biomass are firewood and sugar-cane
Products. Manufacturing and transportation are the largest
consumers of final energy sources. Liquid fuels are mainly
used in transportation while solid fuels and gases are mostiy
used in manufacturing. Manufacturing uses a diversified mix

of energy sources, while transportation is a user of liquid
fuels (oil Products and alcohol). Traditional fuels are chiefly
used in the residential sector; nevertheless, there is a very

of traditional fuels (mainly charcoal, in thesubstantial use
Steel industry) in manufacturing as well.

Table 2

Energy Balance Brazil - 1993
(míllions of toe)

Total Energy
Requirement

TraditionalGaseselectri- sugar cane
Products

solidoil
●CityfuelsProducts 156.6518.9728.247.1268.081.7832.46Production

net imports
total final
consumption
* energy sector
* residential
* Services
* transportation
* primary
* manufacturing
^ectc^r
Source: MME (1994)
Notes--The difference between "produçtioD plus dêUJ
,^nn<;iimntion" is due to the losses in transformation and distribution.
-  onprny rfiQuiremerií comprises primary and secondary energy
- nrimarv sector comprises agriculture, and cattie raising ., ,
- nii Products comprises, gasoline, kerosene, diesel oil. naphta, LPG and fuel oil
- traditional comprises firewood, and others

48.040.79008.008.8530.40

182.6718.8421.665.0469.867.1260.15
0 7.0701.322.3003.45
0 29.47

14.95
35.17

8.380.1215.58
13.92

05.39
00.160.0600.81

6.06000.34028.77
7.9301.8502.3303.75

81.316.0311.253.5435.397.1217.98

'total finaJ

1  1
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2.1 - Carlpon Emissions; Reccnt Trende

There are several studies assessing carbon emissions
of the Brazilian energy sector. These studies use the national

energy balance data and specific carbon emission technical
coefficients to estimate emissions. In the case of fóssil fuels,

generally the same coefficients adopted by OECD countries

are used while in the case of renewable energy sources
(hydropower, sugar-cane and planted forests) it is assumed
that there are no emissions.

Tables 3 and 4 present estimates of carbon emissions

of the Brazilian energy sector in 1970 and 1990. As

expected, as far as green house gases are concerned,

transportation and manuf acturing are the
environmentally aggressive sectors of the Brazilian economy.

Although manufacturing consumes twice as much energy
compared to transportation, their carbon emissions

similar. This situation is due to the high share of renewable

energy sources used in industry (nearly 55%); energy
consumption in transportation is highly concentrated on oil
Products (82,8%).

most

as

are very

Table 3

Carbon Emissions by Source of Energy and by Consuming Sector
Millions of tons of Carbon {MT - C)
Õil Natural | CoalSector Charcoal Sector Firewood Se

1970

subtotal
ctor %

Gas
total Sector

Transíormation*

Energy
Residenlífil

« ●
0 0.62 0 1.22 0.65 1.87 4,8

0.10 1.09 0 2,81.09
1.53 0.07 0.53 2.13 4.43 16,76.57
0,23 0.04 0.27 1,30.24íífl il 0.51

/iffficultufe ml

cMmmu
ímisfiúit

Ináistfiíil

15,50,35 0.02 0.38 5,70
29,211.480.05n.430.02
29,811.723.837.891.331.430.12 100

14,9124.421.922.070.2920.14Total
íp.q. charcoal; SANTOS {1993) transíormation (ex. refineries,

industries.

Source
Note: ‘ Emissions as a resült of energy

produetion}.
* * Emissions

consumption in energyíiH a rtísull o( onorejy

1
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The energy sources that most contribute to carbon
emissions are, respectively, oil and firewood (from native
forests). However, the emissions trend by source of energy
shows that the rate of growth of oil product and firewood
emissions is much lower than emissions from others sources.

In fact, firewood emissions decreased 20% between 1970
and 1990. Natural gas is the energy source that had the
largest increase in emissions (833%) in that period, as result
of a substantial increase in its consumption. However, natu

ral gas has actually contributed toward a lower overall rate

of growth of CO2 emissions since it substitutes oil products
that have a much higher rate of CO2 emission.

Table 4

Carbon Emissions by Source of Energy and by Consuming Sector - 1990
MT-C)

Firewood Sector %Coal Charcoal Sector

subtotal
NaturalSector

total SectorGasProducts
5,62.50 4.111.610 1.560.05Transformation

Energy
Residential
Commercial and Public

Agriculture and cattie raisinc
Transport
Industrial

3.75 5,13.75 0000.782.97
1.85 7.30 105.450.7704.58 0.10

0.740.60 0.13 10000.53
5.392.87 2.52 7.40002.86

0 24.14 32,924.14002.41
22.81 5.01 27.83 386.757.021.817.21

12.0261.27 73.30 1008.59 7.612.7042.35Total
Source: SANTOS (1993)

Firewood emissions data have to be used carefully.

First, data concerning firewood consumption are not reliable
since they consist of rough estimates with no empirical data
collection to support these estimates. Second, firewood
emissions were estimated assuming that 80% of firewood
used in the residential sector (for cooking) come from
selective collecting and 20% of firewood used in industry

from planted forests, both with nuli net emissions.come

Once again, there is no empirical support for these estimates.
Moreover, the fact that firewood consumption devreased
does not necessarily mean that the burning of firewood was

1 5
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reduced. Indeed, slash-and-burn technique is stili largely used

by rural migrants (mainly in the Amazon Region). Therefore,
although firewood consumption for cooking reduced, large
amounts of firewood are stili burning in rural areas.

Table 5 shows a remarkable increase of CO^ emissions

between 1970 and 1980. During this period, the Brazi ian

"r:,

consumption was 150/^ g year in that
economic performance ( of emissions was far

period) but once again, ^ This data confirms

below the growth in energy policy-makers that the
the

Brazilian economy is

Table 5 . □ 1
Demand and CO^ Emissions in Brazil

Trends of Primary Energy
growthEmissions

Mt-C
growthEnergy

MToe
growthGDP %Year %%US$Billion 39.374.5

84.0 69.71970

1980

1990

Source: MME (1994)

193.0

223.1

66.786.9139.3

181.2

and Santos (1993).

129.8

15.6
9.973.330.1

,hP redpction in CO. J" “i!
3Ubs.«ion (bionaass to a.l^pr

'  that oil

that are
threatening

no
the

However

the result of energy oiectrification
and LPG for firewood) an i^^portant to note

of the ^Xly^induced by policies
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future of renewables (alcohol and hydropower) in the energy
balance. Therefore, future trends have to be analyzed

carefully since it seems they are likely to be quite different
from the recent past ones.

2.2. Future Trends of Energy Use and Emissions

The rate of population growth decreased remarkably

from 3% a year in the 1960's to approximately 1.3% today
(IBGE, 1994). This dramatic shift is the result of profound
social and cultural changes induced by industrialization and
urbanization. It is expected that the Brazilian population wili
stabilize at 285 million inhabitants by 2050 (World Bank,
1994).

There was a very substantial slow-down in the process

of urbanization as well. Currentiy, 78% of the Brazilian

population is aiready living in urban areas as compared to
44% in the 1970's. It is expected that the share of the

population living in urban areas wilI stabilize around 85%.

oil crisis, the import substitution
oriented to domestic production

After the
industrialization policy was

of energy intensive materiais (such as alummum, Steel, paper
and Dulp, petrochemicals), inducing a rapid increase in the

energy intensiveness of the Brazilian GDP. However, it is
widely accepted among Brazilian policy-makers that the
Brazilian industrial sector is mature and there rs no need to
induce substantial changes in the structure of the industrial
sector in the future. Therefore, it is expected that the energy
intensity of the GDP wiil stabilize.

Despite these auspicious trends, energy consumption is
estimated to keep growing stili at relatively high rates,

large share of the Brazilian population has not
the benefits of industrialization. The spread of

Indeed, a very

yet access to
energy intensive household appiiances is still very limited;

1 5
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moreover, the infrastructure needed to support
development is not fully in place yet. It is expected that
these appiiances wili be largely diffused as income increases.

Therefore, energy consumption shall grow substantially and,
consequentiy, carbon emissions wilI inevitably increase in
the near future. However, the pattern of increase of GHG
emissions depends on the energy mix that wili be chosen to
suppiy energy demand.

The 2015 Plan (Eletrobrás, 1994) estimates that
electricity consumption wili increase at relatively high
in the next 20 years. GDP is expected to grow at 5% a year
and the rate of yearly increase of electricity consumption is
expected to remain between 4.0% and 5.6%. Roughly 22
GW of new generating capacity are needed to match
electricity demand to the year 2015. There are 80 GW of
hydropotential to be explored as yet but 69% of the

remaining hydropotential is located in Amazônia where

environmental costs are large indeed. Although the 2015
plan forecasts a gradual increase of thermal
generation®, Eletrobrás plans to suppiy most of the i

in electricity demand from hydropower projects.

For the oil sector, Petrobrás estimated oil products

future consumption according to different economic growth

GorZe J consumption to

of 6%) oil’ nr scenario (annual GDP growth

annually to 2 millions barrS^ín^OOB' I 'th'"'''
scenario (3% GDP omwth^ -i ̂  ̂ pessimistic

economic

rates

power
increase

Santos (1993) assessed a business

or energy consumption, assuming that
be introduced to limit carbon
economy wili grow in
2025. This

n

scenario introdu

as usual scenario

o restrictíons wili

avor and that the Brazilian
average at 5%

ces
over the period 1995-

00 change in energy1 6
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efficiency, reduces the share of biomass in the energy mix
and assurnes that electricity wili remain essentially generated

from hydropower until the complete exploitation of the large
Brazilian hydropotential. This is a conservative assumption
since the privatization of electricity suppiy industry (ESI) is

likely to reduce the role of hydropower in Brazilian electricity
suppiy. ThIs scenario progressively reduces the production of
alcohol cars and the share of anhydrous alcohol mixed with

gasoline is reduced from 22% to 10%’ as well. Moreover,
share of Steel production made using charcoal is reduced

from 20% to 10% and the share of firewood used from
harvested forest is increased from 20% to 30%.

Table 6

Energy Demand and Carbon Emissions in Brazil
Business as Usual Scenario - (2025)4

the

emissionsenergy demand

MT-C%Millions Toe

27.7156.2Hydro-energy

Nuclear
0.10.7

138.519.4109.6Coal
260.240.4227.5Oil Products

Natural gas

Firewood

Sugarcane

Total

Source: Santos (1993)

11.23.016.8

24.15.229.7

3.922.4

434.1100.0563.0

substantial increase in energyTable 6 shows a

consumption and emissions as compared to 1990 (almost 6
times hiqher). In the business as usual scenario, oil products
and coal wilI be major contributors to Brazilian energy sector
emissions. Coal emissions wili increase very rapidly (8.3%

result of coal substitution for charcoal in theyearly) as a
1 7
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Steel industry, and the use of coal for electricity generation
as well. The share of thermal electricity generation capacity
is estirnated to increase from 14%, today, to approximately
35%, in 2025. Coal fueled power plants are estirnated to
contribute to 60% of thermal electricity generation. Although
these estimates are probably too pessimistic®, they offer a
reasonable overview of the likely trend if no policies are
introduced to curb down CO2 emissions.

3 - Patterns of Energy Pemand in Drazil: Main
Determinants

Brazilian economic development was characterized by a
striking industrialization process between World War II and

1980. In this period, import-substitution was the strategy
adopted to push economic growth. In order to induce

domestic production of imported industrial goods very
substantial tariff and non-tariff barriers were introduced to
protect domestic producers from foreign competition, and
financial and fiscal incentives were provided to induce
domestic investments in industry as well.

Macroeconomic policy fooused attention on the foreign
exchange constraint. Issues such as budget equilibrium,
inflationary pressures, savings, relative prices distortions,
were all undervalued by government policies. The main
macroeconomic concern was the trade balance.

Presentiy, Brazil has a solid and diversified industrial
structure, indicating that the main aim of the i
substitution strategy was achieved. However, this
generated economic and social distortions:

First, the lack of adequate government activities
financing created a huge fiscal déficit. Political difficulty
enforce higher taxes led governments to induce inflation

import
strategy

to

as

1 ô
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a mechanism to finance governnnent policies. As a result,
Brazilian industrialization was followed by a remarkable

inflationary process^;

Second, agriculture was severely penalized by import
substitution policies. Financial resources were transferred
from rural producers to industry through both direct taxation

and price control of rural products. This policy induced
uncoordinated migration of the rural population to large cities

extreme pressure on public Services;leading to

Third, the Brazilian industrialization process

accompaniéd by a large concentration of wealth. The uPPer
increased their income at greater speed than

of the population. Today, Brazil figures
distribution situation in the world

was

social groups i
the large majority
among the worst income
(World Bank, 1994).

-  Industrialization and Energy Consumption5.1

In the 1950S, the Brazilian 9°vernment started an
aooressive industrialization plan (Lessa, 1981). Huge
investments in infra-structure (electricity, oil and Steel were

made by state-owned companies while private capital, both
rmLtic and foreign, invested in down-stream Industries

specially the metal-mechanical complex. Many multinationa
comoaLs installed production plants pushing industrial

orpu^o increase rapidiy despite a period of political turmoil.

When the oil crisis started, the military governmerit
forward the industrialization process. It

launched a very ãmbitious import substitution plan aiming

Lvelop domestic production of capital goods, materiais and
enerqy (Castro & Souza, 1985). Huge investments, financed
with petrodollars, were made by state-owned companies ,n

materiais, transport, and telecommunication. To
imports, three programs were launched:

decided to move to

energy
reduce energy

1 9
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alcohol to substituto for gasoline (de Oliveira, 1991), nuclear
to generate electricity (to avoid future imports of fuels), and
domestic oil production (Araújo & Ghirardi, 1987)’°. Private
investors received large fiscal and financial incentives to

increase domestic suppiy, and eventually increase exports,
of Iron, Steel, pulp, paper, cement, petrochemicals, aluminum
and fertilizers.

Although the plan intended to leapfrog the Brazilian
economy to a modern industrial society, its outcome was the
1980's lost decade. Indeed, after a first blow of
industrialization induced by easy access to petrodollars, the
situation drastically changed soon after the Mexican default.

Capital inflow to Latin America was reversed, forcing the
Brazilian government to

industrialization policy. Unable to introduce macroeconomic

policies to cope with the new financial situation, successive

Brazilian governments induced a chronically high inflationary
process that imposed very substantial hurdies

investments. Industry responded to this context, driving their
strategy to exports and higher productivity”.

a complete review of its

to new

The Brazilian industrialization process was accompanied
by a substantial increase of energy intensity (table 7).
Between 1965 and 1991, the Brazilian   economy increased
Its energy consumption per unit of GDP from 0.29 to 0.51

g of oil equivalent. The electricity intensity increased more

ftom 0.28 to 0.77 Kwh/US$. The pace of growth

Sis A ?h substantially soon after the oil

availabilitv aM 1980's, the new context of oil

Brazilian econnm Ptished up the energy intensity of the
economy once again, indicating that oil pHces do

energy efficiency is concerned.
matter as far as

20
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These trends were the result of both increase of energy
consumption in transportation and the growing share of
energy intensive industries (e.g., aluminum, iron/steei,
cement, pulp/paper) in industrial output (de Oliveira & ali,

1995). Indeed, the industrial share of total energy
consumption jumped from 27.0% to 44.4%, between 1970
and 1993’2, despite a very substantial effort made by the
Brazilian industry to improve its energy efficiency (table 8).

Table 8

Industrial Energy Consumption and Intensity

Energy Consumption - MToe intensity - PJ//US
billions of 1990

1970 1980 1990 1993 1980
29.465
7.653

51.291
11.721

1990
28.221
6.134
51.653
9.868

pulp/paper
Chemicals
cement
iron/steeI
non-ferrous
metal
food
textile
others
Total

1.19 3.67 5.13 6.41
1.67 2.07 2.48 2.51
1.48 3.28 2.82 2.56
3.60 10.34 17.62 15.86

1.06 3.97 8.52 9.49 30.630
86.684
111.430
12.951
22.179

27.744
80.032
125.635
12.197
22.036

5.98 9.28 10.32 11.80
1.17 2.07 2.48 2.51
5.03 16.17

50.85
16.36
65.72

20.35
71.5021.18

Source: MME (1994)
Note: PJ = Peta Joule

At the end of the 1980's, it became clear for Brazilian
pohcy-makers that import substitution policies were no lo^ger
able to mduce economic development. Profound economic
reforms started bemg introduced to adjust the Brazilian
economy to the new international context. The lo^
estabhshed protection for domestic producers started beino
progressively removed and the privatization of state-owned
companies was initiated as well. A new economic
stabilization plan'^ was launched with good resuits so far
GDP growth was 4.2%, in 1993, 5.0%, in 1994, and i'
expected to be around 5.0%, in 1995 while inflation
^ a relatively low levei (roughly 1.5%

IS

remainsat
a month).
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remark that this growth, although
no longer driven by it.

It is important to

strongly influenced by industry, is . . . *
Nevertheless, a recent study of the Brazilian industria sector

(Coutinho & Ferraz, 1994) concluded that several agro-
industries (coffee, soy-bean oil, orange juice) and rnaterial-

industries (petrochemical, oil, aluminum, iron & Steel, paper

& pulp) have strong competitive advantages to sell nto
foreign markets. It is most likely that these industries that

energy-intensive. wiil play a substantial role in the uture
economic growth of the country. Therefore, they should pu
pressure on energy consumption.

are

substantial effort of
The Brazilian industry made a very

technological up-date, in the last 10 years 'n °rder to
increase productivity». This ^

substantial Improvement of their energy
well. Hence, it seems likely that the energy

industrial sector wili remam

producing a
efficiency as
intensity of the Brazilian

the near future.relatively stable in

The oressure for augmenting the energy-intensity of

... in>rrv.r“ rcrrrrzs
. V-“x:; * „„b.,

appiiances are . As far as transportation is
that the Brazilianper inhabitant is stili very ow

concerned, It IS wort Indeed, about 60
transportation System is y

percent of freight 's ̂ amed out ̂ y^^^ ^
transportation is made ^ necessary to reduce the

roads of^transportation. However, this shift is veryintensity ot gre

15

energy
costiy and uniikely to
introduced in transportation policies.
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3.1.2 - Fopulation (Sroivth anel Urbanization

Between 1950 and 1994, the Brazilian population

increased from 52 nnillion to 155 million inhabitants pushing
energy consumption to increase rapidiy. It is true that the

rate of population growth is falling but it remains relatively
high as yet. This trend is a

consumption as yet.
major driving force of energy

In the same period, the share of urban population
increased from 36.2% to 78.0%. The migration from rural to

urban areas was aceompanied by a very substantial change
in the pattern of energy consumption. In urban areas,
electricity and LPG are available while firewood is difficult to
find. Unsurprisingly, the share of traditional energy sources

used among householders has rapidly decreased (Figure 1).

The spread of electrical appiiances induced a rapid increase

of electricity consumption while LPG was substituted for

firewood'F It is important to remark that despite  r ■

of usefui energy consumption for cooking the final

an increase

i  energy
consumption was reduced since this substitution of LPG for

firewood produced a substantial improvement i
efficiency’’.

in energy

Figure 1

Households Energy Demand Trend

100

80

60 ■ I.PG

LI nieclriciiy

S Firewood

&Ij Olher Suiirccs

40

20

Source:
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Total energy consumption in the residential sector
increased at a slow pace in the 1970's and 1980 s (from
23.5 MToe in 1970 to 29.5 MToe in 1993) mainly as result
of the substitution of firewood for LPG. Indeed, consumption

of commercial energy sources increased enormousiy in the

same period, from 4.7 MToe to 21.7 MToe (MME, 1994).
However, the substitution of LPG for firewood is completed
in urban areas and LPG is largely used in rural areas as well.

Moreover, it is expected that the process of urbanization wili
slow down in the near future. Therefore, we can expect that

households energy demand wilI be pushed by the spread of
home appiiances and cars among Brazilian families.

As pointed out earlier, Brazilian economic development
income distribution. A verywas characterized by an uneven

large share of Brazilian families have no access to proper
housing, health care and education as yet’®. Government
Plans are to reduce the large disparity of income among
families, spreading the benefits of economic development to
these families. This process wili most certainly increase

home appiiances ownership among Brazilian ami les.
Although this ownership augmented rapidiy in recent years
(table 9), it still remains very low for most appiiances. It is
interesting to remark that despite the economic crisis, the
share of families having a car increased from 15  ^ to 26 /o
in the 1980's, indicating that any improvement in income

families is likely to increase caramong lower income
ownership very rapidiy.

25
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Table 9

Ownership of Appiiances in Brazil {% of households)

1974/75 1988

Cars

Electric showers

Air conditioners

Eiectric irons

Microwave ovens

Freezers

Refrigerators

Washing machines
TV sets

15 26

64n.a.

6n.a.

66 89

3n.a.

9n.a.

36 71
7 22
39 84

Source: Saboia (1983) and IBC (1992)

Figure 2 is an estimate of energy consumption by
income levei among Braziiian families. This estimate was

made using appiiances and car ownership's, and specific

energy consumption for each appiiance. Families with

monti]ly income between US$ 65 and US$ 650, have no

substantial diííerence in the quantity of energy
substantial difference in the quality

mix ofHowever, there is a very
íhpse families consume. The energy
leveis ^ dontinatad by traditional ue s

(firewood) while the mix of families with

of the energy

iower income

commanded by modem cg 550 are very intensive
nthly income levei higher than US$ 650 ^

specially gasoline. These figures

distribution policies wili have a very large 'pP
demand, specially fuels for family

mo

energy users,
income
the mix of future energy

transportation.
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Figure 2

Residentiai Direcl Energy Demand by Income SegmenlAverage

BFu:l25000

GGas

I Fircvvood

2 ;  ISI elecDicity

.12!

nwflWHj
0 J

fromfromupto
52 toI to

52

Minimumwages

in 1988 u'fl5, approximately, USS 65.00Note: the minimum wage

Source: í)m7i elahoralion

3.2 - Ener0y Policy

Between World War II and 1 980's the main objective

of the Brazilian energy policy was to develop he supp y
foster energy consumption. State

develop the domestic
infrastructure in order to

d toowned companies were
market for fuels and electricity.

create

legal monopoly to explore
oil (and natural gas);

market where several

looking for consumers.

,  to
Petrobrás had the

produce, to refine and to transport
a competitive idistribution is

companies, includíng Petrobrás, are
27
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Electricity is suppiied by a mix of state-owned
companies; generation and transportation are controlled
mainly by federal companies while distribution is done by
provincial companies’®; Eletrobrás is the holding company
that governs the Brazilian electricity suppiy industry (ESI);

Poor quality of domestic coal limited the development
of both private and state-owned companies^®.

3.2.1 6upply 6ide

The monopoly of Petrobrás drastically reduced market,
political, and geological risks, offering an excellent context
for the rapid development of the oil market. Within 40 years,
Petrobrás developed the Brazilian oil industry very

successfully (Petrobrás, 1994). Domestic oil consumption
increased to 1.3 million b/d in 1993, representing 2.5% of
the world oil market. There are 13 refineries in the country

that have capacity to process 1.5 million b/d. Oil production
increased from 27,700 barrels/day in 1957 to 700,000

barrels/day presentiy. Large oil fields were found off-shore in
the 1980's, increasing oil proved reserves to 3.8 billion

barreis. Oil imports should be progressively reduced since
domestic oil production is expected to reach 1.4 million b/d
in 5 to 6 years.

The Brazilian ESI was initiated by private foreign

investors. However, the lack of private investments led the

industry to provide a very poor quality of Service after WW
II. This circumstance led both State and federal governments

to develop the electricity suppiy infrastructure (Melo & ali,
1994), progressively eroding the role of private companies in

the ESI. In 1962, a holding company (Eletrobrás) was created

to coordinate and to centralize financing, planning and

operation of the ESI. Under the leadership of state-owned
companies installed generating capacity increased from 1.9
W in 1950 to 52.1 GW in 1993. Over 150 000 Km of
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transmission lines were built to interconnect many town

grids; today, there are two large interconnected grids,^only
the Amazônia region remaining isolated. In 1993, 90^ of
Brazilian householders had electricity suppiy, the remaining
non-connected families are living in rural areas, distant from
the main urban areas.

The alcohol program was launched soon after the oil
crisis started, taking advantage of the large Brazilian
experience with sugar cane production (Copersucar,
Its initial aim was to add anhydrous alcohol to gasoline (up

to 22%) but the criticai situation faced by the Brazilia
at the end of 1970's led the government to

to substitute for
economy
propose the production of alcohol cars
gasoline cars (Oliveira, 1991). Large subsidies were given o

manufacturers and alcohol car owners
of hydrous alcohol instead

were

alcohol producers, car
in order to rapidiy spread the use
of gasoline cars. In 1994, roughly 5 ̂iHion a'coho cars
traveling on Brazilian roads, consuming 13. mi lon
alcohol (6.7 millions toe).

Since the collapse of the oil price, in 1 , e
program is being criticized for the large su si les

needed to keep alcohol competitive with gaso ^ '
the hydrous alcohol program was launche 30/bbl)
price would remain at very high leveis (over 30/bbJ.
Progressively, the subsidies for alco o pro

manufacturers and alcohol car users are troaram by
despite the strong support given to ̂ be a co o
environmentalists. Unsurprisingly, the share o .
sold reduced from 95% in 1985 to less than 3%

This trend suggests that, in a business as

alcohol car fleet wili be progressively ^ aasoline
near future alcohol, wilI be only used m.xed w.th gasoline.

firQt Brazilian nuclear power
The construction o nco/pwR/Westlnghouse)

plant (Angra I) was initiated in 1968 ( nmnram
1975, Brazil signed a nuclear cooperation program

.  In
with

29
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Germany that intended to develop the nuclear fuel cycle in
Brazil and to built 8 nuclear power reactors (PWR/KWU) until

the year 2000. Both objectives are far from being achieved:
one of the two power plants initiated (Angra II) is stili under
construction while the other (Angra III) and all projects to
develop the fuel cycle were abandoned. Angra I is operating
but its performance is ridiculously poor so far. It seems

reasonable to assume that no additional nuclear power plants
wili be constructed in the foreseeable future.

The use of natural gas is stili very limited (Petrobrás,
1994), despite the relatively large Brazilian reserves (137.4
billion m^) and large opportunities for imports (Bolivia and
Argentina, mainly). Indeed, less than 3% of the Brazilian

energy consumption is currentiy suppiied with natural gas
(4.9 billion m^). The government policy is to rapidiy increase
the share of natural gas in the Brazilian energy balance but

the network of pipelines that would bring natural gas from

producing areas to consumers is underdeveloped stili.
Lacking financial resources, Petrobrás is unable to develop a
pipeline network that would link the main industrial urban
areas of Brazil to both domestic and International suppiy of
natural gas.

In order to attract private investors to the gas industry
and to accelerate the construction of pipelines, the legal
monopoly power of Petrobrás on natural gas transportation

'=°nstruction of a 16 million

de Ia private investors between Santa Cruz

ext enfe th Alegre, in the

g^vernlnt- Th with the Bolivian
of Brazil creatinn^th'^^ niajor industrial areas
lural nas ' infrastructure to develop the

substituted by fuel oil in inXTy'^ Ío^\haT'^' T
future use of coal in electricity gene°tion
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5.3.2. Demand 5ide Management

The first program aiming to improve the energy
efficiency of the Brazilian economy (CONSERVE) was
launched at the beginning of the 1980's. Its main guideline
was to stimulate the diffusion of energy-efficient techno ogy

in industry, specially among small and médium size firms,
but it has largely impacted large firms first. To induce
conservation, firms were stimulated to create
Commissions for Energy Conservation (CICEs) that  s ou

monitor energy consumption; design and imp emen
measures for energy conservation; develop and promo
studies; and exchange technical information. Moreover,
CICEs had to inform industry associations about t e

associations thenperformance of their firm and industry

informed government of the aggregate resuits. ..
to be used for energy efficiency monitoring an or p
making as well.

Although no systematic assessment of
made, an evaluation of its resuits shows t at i
specially successfui in substituting fuel oil but relati V P
as far as to energy efficiency improvement is
(Araújo & ali, 1993). The cement industry pract.cally
abandoned the use of fuel oil; the iron/stee an
paper industries both produced lower
nevertheless were impressive; other in us

substantially reduced their fuels consumption as jiijQp,
annual fuel oil consumption by industry re uce ■
toe between 1981 and 1985 (MME, 1994), around 59.2 /o

of the fuel oil consumption in 1979.

More recentiy, energy conservation has rece^ving

much more attention from "bj B^rzilian energy
makers

and the trend for energy
of the energy

. The large difficulties
suppiiers to finance new projects
price escalation are both inducing players l

fTiarket to look closely to the large opportunitie
,  in order to

5 1
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improve the energy efficiency. Currentiy, there are two
governmental energy efficiency programs; PROCEL and
CONPET.

PROCEL is run by Eletrobrás and it aims to promote the
rational use of electricity. It was launched in 1985 and its
action plan is structured in six group of activities:

Information programs: technical manuais,
and promotional
conservation;

Energy audits: 2400 have been carried out. Based

their findings, the following actions are considered priorityi
efficient lighting systems; replacement of oversized

good housekeeping of the electricity distribution network;
better mechanical transmission; proper maintenance of air-
conditioning systems;

Technology development projects: so far they have
been accounted for 40% of PROCEL budget. Resources have
mainly gone to universities and research institutes, mostiy
for laboratory work, studies of equipment diffusion and use,
and equipment development and

seminaries

campaigns to promote electricity

on

motors;

tests;

Appiiance labeling: it is a powerfui instrument for

m ormation diffusion, technological improvement and

inw^i ^ setting for the appiiances industry. It usually

offiriak^ ^ series of agreements between government

technical certifying laboratories over
eSr r Refrigerators, freezers,
cond "l^eady labeled. Air
conddioners are the next appiiance to be labeled;

lighting: half of
bulbs used have been
efficient, high pressure

the 1.2 million incandescent

replaced by mercury lamps and by
sodium lamps;

6-8.5% a year provednorto'*L'at?
were dropped in 1990 infr^r , ^or consumers and

Pt)st-mortems assessment
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points to insufficient publicity and narrowness of focus as
causes of failure.

These actions saved 250 MW of generating capacity,

an economy of US$ 375 million in foregone investments in
generation, transmission and distribution^^ . The social cost
of savings is estimated by PROCEL at 20 US$/Mwh saved,
which compares very well with 60 US$/Mwh for system
expansion, estimated by Eletrobrás.

More recentiy, the National Program for the Rational
Use of Oil and Natural Gas Products (CONPET) was created
(July 1991). Petrobrás is in charge of CONPET. Work is

Proceeding along four areas: promotion and information,
inducement of efficiency-seeking behavior, improvement o

apuipment and system efficiency, and identification o  regí
onal Solutions.

Besides these general areas of concern, five programs
were set up: transportation, residential and commercia, in
dustrial, agricultural, and electricity generation. e ma
goals of the transportation program are to re uce uni
consumption and emissions of vehicles throug ^ „
improvements, and to switch the transportation mix r

roads to waterways and pipelines. For the resi ^
commercial sector, actions are oriented to promote th
of natural gas to substitute for LPG. In industry, emp

l9id on cooperation with the CICEs, and fupls
consumers to improve the efficiency o
consumption. In agriculture, efforts are centere .
diesel consumption. Finally, efforts in electrici  y g
are directed to promote the use of combmed cycle using
natural gas and fuels other than diesel oil.

CONPET as yet. The prograni
in terms ofIt is too early to appraise

■a in the process of receiving concrete ahape 'o
resources and practical goals, and data regardi g
concrete actions are not available yet.

ó' 3'
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3.5 Institutional Arran^ements and Pricin^

The Ministry of Mines and Energy (MME) is responsible
for policy making and monitoring performance of the Brazilian

energy sector. The Ministry has an Energy Secretariai (SE)
agencies: National Department for Fuels

(DNC) and National Department for Water Resources and

ectricity (DNAEE). However, the Ministry of Finance (MF)
and the Ministry of Planning (MP) both play a very
su stantial role in the energy policy as well. Indeed, energy

inl?! decided by the MF while the MP decides on
investment plans of federal state-owned energy companies.

sertnf K WW II, the Brazilian energy

hydrocar^nriQ^^^ dominated by state-owned companies. The
Petrobrás wh*! a legal monopoly operated by

several utilitiéqí ̂  ^ alectricity market (although operated by
acted as a hniH- controlled by Eletrobrás, which
of System nno oompany responsible for the coordination

coal marTet wa?°"'

●^ain suppiy P»'oducers and its
relatively small comes from imports; there is a
(5 Million tons) mí: h domestic production of steam coal
Private minina electricity generation coming froP^
3 íew hundred alcohol market is supplied by
production and snh alcohol distilleries but both
government. Prices are strictiy controlled by

i

Ever si

main ob^ectivr^òf' ®nergy prices have been settled
®n the inflation rate» c ac

escalated below ● f^any years energy prices
(Araújo, 1991; Petrnh ' '^^^®^aes in the retail index pric®
cnly objective. Enera^^^' |994). However, this was not the
support energy poHrJ^ Pdces have been largely used
social policies. IndppH regional, industrial sno
offered: ''^ry large

34

with the
minimizing the effect of priceescalation

were

to

subsidies werecross
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and to develop-  to support the alcohol program
domestic production of steam coal;

- to provide a single energy pricing ruie to all consumers
despite their location in the 8.5 million Km^ of the Brazilian

territory;

-  to improve the competitiveness of large
consumers (electricity); petrochemical producers (naphta),
road (diesel oil) and air transport (]et fuel);

- to increase the actual income

social groups (LPG and electricity).

of low income levei

This energy pricing policy, in a context of ig in  a ,
Produced very severe distortions in relative prices a
stili present in the Brazilian market (table 10). In the case

oil industry, the impact of this policy was not very damaging,
from the financial point of view, because Pet

discovered giant fields off-shore that ^
substantially its costs. However, in the case of the e ®
Utilities the impact was extremely harmfui, pushing
fo a severe financial crisis (Oliveira, 1992).

TABLE 10

Average Energy Prices
(US$ 1993/ boe)

19851980
19931990

Source
16.325.639.7Oil 53.7 57.843.495.5Oiesel Oil

Fuel Oil
Oasoline
Alcohol
LPG

fraturai Gas

Electricity for Industry
ectricity for Householders

^team Coal
E^harcoal

prewood from Native Forest
Jl^ood from Planted forest

Source: MME, 1994

88.5 25.622.343.634.7 94.197.6150.3
151.9

230.0
180.1

115.3113.9
46.630.159.963.5 24.022.655.458.5 85.287.195.5102.8

204.1
136.1115.2132.5

9.38.312.511.3 15.115.826.036.8 7.29.911.8
11.614.016.2
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As pointed out earlier, import substitution policies were
abandoned in the 1990's. The previous government removed

trade barriers, which have protected Brazilian industry from
imports during the most of this century. Domestic producers
are progressively being forced to adjust their business
global competition. Moreover, the new

introducing reforms in the Brazilian economy, aiming to
increase the role of niarket forces in the economic fabric. An
important aspect of these reforms is
of the institutional

to

goveroment^"* is

a complete restructuring

forme of 1 ● of energy markets both in
terms of regulation and ownership (Oliveira
1995). & Pinto Jr.,

The government declares that the main objectives of
the energy sector reforms are to reduce the role of
government through privatization and to introduce
competition in the energy suppiy industries. It is expected
that market forces wili drive the industry to better allocate

wonomie resources and to improve operational efficiency

As f ar

as

as hydrocarbons are concerned the

oL"'and'on natural

to kpon Potrohr/ «nvestors. The government policy is
to keep Petrobras as state-owned company and to open the

2 r^aln a"chr/'T ^^ás
in the natural gas m"arke‘t

I

refinino and ? °^ns all the oil produetion,

sedimentarv and it Controls the
Moreover Pptr h^-* k* ^ ükelihood of oil findings.
resTurces that very substantial oil

domestic consumption;Tn'this d
the role of oriivjitj OT nrív,s.+ circumstance, it seems that

relatively limited for'
ed for many years as yet«. Financing is the

36 
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possible constraint for Petrobrás since the stabilization

Program introduced strong limitations to public expenditures,
including state-owned companies. However, oil products
Prices are being progressively adjusted to actual costs and it
's expected that the large cross-subsidies provided by
Petrobrás to alcohol producers will be removed as well.
Therefore, the Petrobrás ability to finance its investments is

likely to improve substantially in the near future.

consortium of private
of the

In the case of natural gas, a
'nvestors and Petrobrás will start the construction

Polivia-Brazil pipeline very soon. Moreover, since t ere ar
Isrge reserves of associated gas and oil production is p

;  suppiy will
of natural gasincrease rapidiy, associated natural gas

increase substantially as well. Hence, the use
could spread quickly if the pipeline i
developed.

to

infra ISstructure

Indeed, the Brazilian infrastructure o P

tJnderdeveloped and there are no public un ^
[^ew projects. Private investors that showe m ̂
●ndustry are asking for rate of returns for t eir i
that are substantially high (over 20%), obvious ^^^pete
transportation costs. Moreover, natural gas ®
l^ith fuel oil (in industry), diesel oil (in ,e^el
LPG (

IS

among householders). Oil price is at g| oil)
^nd there are cross-subsidies (at least for LPG and Diesel o.I)
that both reduce the competitiveness o gpread
Although there is a policy statement nbiective will

natural gas, it is unclear to which extent i
be achieved.

Peforms in the ESI have aiready equalized
Ptepare the sector for privatization. The gre being
anff s system^e was discontinued, cross mcover full

'■educed and tariffs are increasing in ° ® transmission
^osts. Moreover, it has been decided t a ^
9^'d Will be operated by a pool (called SINTREL) m

'ò l
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offer free
access for large consumers and to promote

competition among generators. In order to introduce more

System, a new law that compels any new
enacted to be submitted to a bidding

rnmn^K ^ ministerial commisslon is studying a

should mstructuring of the electricity market that
for the competition into the ESI and create room

the pnvatizat.on of state-owned Utilities as well.

difficLMt^^fi^Tan" ^1°'^'?® '^riving changes in the ESI is the very

Perceived that'th Utilities. It is widely
abie to rai«?P mstitutional arrangement is no longer
develop electrinit^ mancial resources that are needed to

Public funds are \ m pace with increasing demand.
9re not orenarori^ multilateral financial organizations

Privatization^and

both percei^ o^^ganization of the electricity market
mvestors to the pqi /^echanisms to attract private

axpected that ei 'mprove its efficiency as welP’- *t
prices despite anv '^'^'ty Utilities privatization wili increase
stficiencies the operational and allocative

much higher rate Private investors are looking for
UT return for

balance,

subsidies
thermal

is

^^^r

Alcohol
are

Power is

their investments.

iges are likely to have
structure of the Brazilian energy

Producers

an

 under strong pressure sinca
removed while, in the ESb

hydropower^® -p, ^^mg its competitiveness as compara
renewable in the Rra^vr suggest that the rola

●■o uced in a future privat? balance is likely to

are being
to

of
ba

energy sector.
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4 - Options to Mitigate CO^ Emissiono

Soon after the 1972 United Nations Environmental

Conference, the Brazilian government created a Special
Secretariat for the Environment (SEMA) but very littie was

done to improve the environment until the 1980 s. Indee ,
only in 1981 a law requiring any industrial project or civi
Work should prepare an assessment of its environmental
inrípacts was created. In order to enforce this legisation,

regulatory agencies were created at State levei an t e
National Council for the Environment (CONAMA) was crea e
to coordinate their action.

30

At the end of the 1980's, the constitutional debate
9ave momentum to environmental

strongly lobbied by environmentalists^’ the Brazi lan °
introduced an environemntal chapter in the new cons

that enlarged the role of environmental

Policy making process. IBAMA^^ was created and ̂  ̂
Pund for Environmental protection was set up. n '

Secretariat for the Environment institutional
9 Minist ery,
Qrrangements for the environment^^.

created, settling thwas

Crespo & Leitão (1 993) used . of the

representative sample to assess the jdentified
^''azilian population of environmental policy.

Brazilians are happy with country is
environment. Moreover, Brazilians argue th

° nch in natural resources that there is ^an
^ exploitation and most of they believe

^olve any environmental problem. ̂ owever, joration
'here is an ongoing process of env.ronmenta deten^^^

*^d that the Brazilian governments are no ^|gpps they
^^°P it. Asked to list their environmental problems^_ ^
Pointed out deforestation and poilution (w j ^gre
'heir main concern; climate change and global warm.ng

of their
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listed as a problem by 28% and 17% of the sample
respectively.

In order to reduce pollution, there are four (4)
governmental programs underway:

- national Program for Water Quality (PROÁGUA) that
intends to improve the situation of hydro-basins, particularly
in industrial areas^'’;

- national Program for the Ocean Environment that
intends to control sea water pollution near industrial areas
and oil terminais^®;

national Program for Air Quality Control (PRONAR)
that continuousiy monitor air quality, specially in industrial
urban areas, and provides licensee for industry site;

- nationai Program for Motor Vehicles Pollution Control

(PROCONVE) that forces Brazilian Motor Vehicle Industry
comply with US 1992 emissions standards by 1997^®.

to

As far as climate change is concerned, the major
government interest is the impact of deforestation in the
Amazônia region. An official statement indicated that so far

believe that there is no clear

In orHBr*/° change policies (CIMA, 1991).

liminated ta '‘®'°^®®tation, the Brazilian government

producS by cattie
IBAMA is PI orest land in the 1970's. Moreover,

prevent fire in Am^onia"'"' ' comprehensive
the USA

program to
(PREVFOGO), with the support of

ill

sources of foresi^^h^^ Program intends to identify
™  » ...í™.. .h.ir o.,bon

avoid forest burning- specSv
technique in agricultura. ^ slash-and-burn
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4.1 Opportunitieõ for õHG Mit-igation

is relatively clean asThe Brazilian energy sector
compared to both industrial and developing countries. mis i

i  user ot
because the Brazilian society is a very large

renewable energy sources. Indeed, biomass is
both in industry and transportation while electricity is am^
entirely generated by hydropower plants. Tab e

that CO2 emissions from the Brazilian ESI are muc
than other Latin-American country, for instance.

consumed

Table 11

Tons of CO2 per Gwh Generated
VenezuelaMéxicoBrazilArgentina
6654141975 63640 5584801985 34372 3704721992 37441

Source: OLADE/SIEE

considered
to carbon

rnight be

said regarding
In tropical areas, these

« 1 to 220 MTon-

- are estimated to be betwee ^ i^ps (Reis,
C, around 2.2% to 3.1% of world total ® ,|on '
■'9

I

92). This means that CO, emissions from de
2 times higher than energy sector s emissio

If the Brazilian energy sector
same can not beclean, the

crnissions. Due to deforestation
crnissions

S

energy policies
io 2) of

in

Santos (1993) assessed required , ^gno
o^der to mitigate 25% (scenario 1) business
^srbon emissions in 2025 as compare gchieve these
^sual

as

scenario described in section ● . « aqgressive
'■ed uctions, it wili be necessary to m r .íjciency and
fechnological policies to increase both energy balance,
tlie role of biomass (table 12) in the Brazilia g^ploited

oreover, the Brazilian hydropotentia ● sjgar milis,
the spread of co-generation-, specally in sug
to be encouraged"*®. A- 1
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Table 12

Biomass Share in the Energy Balance in 2025

share of

pure
alcohol cars

share of
alcohol in

gasoline

share of
harvested
forest

charcoal used
for Steel

production

Scenario 1
Scenario 2

22% 60% 30% 50%
22% 60% 45% 60%

Source : Santos (1993)

Table 13 shows the likely primary energy consumption
of the Brazilian economy for the two alternative scenarios.

In the year 2025, hydropower share in the energy balance
would remain approximately the same in the two scenarios

because at that point in time the Brazilian hydropotential will
be fully exploited. The role of biomass is strongly reinforced

in scenario 2 because alcohol will be largely used in
transportation and charcoal in industry. Both oil and coal
consumption would be drastically reduced in scenario 2 but
it could be reduced further if natural gas use was fully
developed. Indeed, the share of natural gas in both scenarios
still remain too much low.

It is worth
usual srpnar- while in the business as

exoected tn u Primary energy consumption is

MToe or MToe. It should sum up 561.3
desDite a scenarios 1 and 2 respectively,

fn these i.Jt to improve energy efficiency

educe có ir° because in order to
(fiiTood and substituted by biomass
oi pnSv ener-t ^ "'uch larger amount

Service. Unsurprisinq°v'^if°'^^'^^ amount of energY
scenario and scenar^^ó the business as usual
consumption was rerin a that fóssil fuels

increase of biomass con
sumption was around 250 MToe.

4 2
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Table 13

Energy Demand by Sources - 2025

Scenario 2Scenario 1
%MToe%MToe

25.0163.2Hydro-power
Nuclear
Coal

27.2152.5
0.10.70.10.7
6.944.99.955.5
17.4113.8Oil 35.7200.0 3.925.3Natural

Rrewood

Sugarcane
Total

gas 4.927.5 22.2144.9
160.0
652.8

9.251.5 24.5
13.073.3 100.0

100.0561.3

Source : Santos (1993)

Table 14 suggests that very substantial ●
^^2 emissions can be achieved if aggressive

policies are put in place. However, even in the mos op

scenario, the emissions wili continuousiy ® .„.inessina with the business
be halved
adopted

30
years at roughly 5% a year. Companng
usual scenario (table 6), carbon emissions can

environmental oriented energy in
'onmediately. It is clear from these figures tha ‘'® .

and coal consumption are the main
tamatic change in carbon emissions tren s.
remark that these scenarios have not P

Potential for improve the reduce of CO2 emis ^podal
the rapid spread of natural gas use and changes

Of the transportation System. If Ponc.es^^
onforced as well, it is possible to envisage
carbon emissions.

to
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Table 14

COj Emissions by Energy Source - 2025
   (MTon - C)Source

Coal
Scenario 1

65.1
217.8

Scenario 2
59.2
127.0

Oil

Natural Gas
Firewood
Total

Source : Santos (1993f

19.0 4.1
23.7 26.4
325.6 216.8

envirrmm'^! Poioted out earlier, transportation is the most
Carbnn y ̂ QQressive sector of the Brazilian economy-

from 197n't^'°rn by transport increased 111%
This trenH i h 32% of total emissions.
establish a voJ federal environmental regulation office to

since the mnt of this policy is relatively restricted

growing familv*^ inn'^ increase .
transportation relat substantially innpac
transition from ^^^bon emissions, it is fundamental a
waterwavs and ^'^^^^P°>'tation to a modal mix where

vs and railroads wili have a much larger role.

rapidiy vv'th

i  ●
t

í 4.2. Economi
'c Hurdies for

commitmenrconcprn°'^®'^"'^®"^ '® working to fulfü
Climate Change (Prp"o, Framework Convention

wh

G Mitigation Prc^raii^
The

nology Is prepar' Ministry of Science
®*^issions in "^^-1 ^ ^°Tiprehensive assessment

oornmunity about th» '"form the internationa
'Chan

on

and
of

ge. This studv sh '^“ntribution to global climate
it wili be the founH*'!- ^vailable by the end of

P°'"=V that stili does an extensive GHG emissions
^®s not exist.

Meanwhile, the Rr= ●,■

'^akers. So *

44

^ GH

the
d

^ar, its
iplomacy has been assessinS

worldwide to inform energy po''^^'
assessment is not very encouragmg*

lan
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Indeed, the Brazilian perspective is that the present wor
social and economic reaüty has proven that it does not
possible or even easy for Annex-1 Parties to actually taKe
the necessary measures to bring their emissions in the year
2000 down to the levei of 1990. Moreover, the limitation or

1990 levei, even if
^he emissions at the present levei or at , ^ ̂
Sí/c/7 limitation continues beyond 2000, does not ea ^

^chievement of the objective of the Convention ra
í^elegation at the United Nations, 1995).

.  It indicates
This assessment is source of some concern

that there are economic forces that are playing ^9

objective of the Convention and even if g^pent
folfilled the objective wili not be achieved. uc  , a  .j
obviousiy reduces the scope for domestic po g
to mitigate GHG emissions, specially smce
relatively low GHG emission economy as ̂ omp

industrial country. It is not surprising therefore th

®n widespread view among policy-makers a unless in-
^educe GHG emissions should be taken by Brazil unless^m

dustrial countries introduce effective likelv to be
their own emissions. In few words, Brazil is m
a follower than a leader in the effort to reduce ün
ooncentration rates.

Nevertheless, the Brazilian ®®^'°ueVupply'síde,
Position to be environmentally clean. Fr nroduction
Brazil has a substantial potential for large P^^^io

^®newable energy sources. There is anj^b®^^
ydropotential to be stili exploited an „geds as has

Produced in large scale to suppiy energ there

0 ready been proved by the alcohol gg^j for planted
^'■0 large areas of the country that cari ® energy use.
orests and there is a huge potential of energy
●"om the demand side, the Brazilian m r .i^g^g are many

is stili under construction. Therefore, efficient
^Pportunities for technological leap-frog ^|^gt vvould

technologies (Goldemberg & ali, 1988)
^obstantially reduce energy consumption.

of
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Unfortunately, the future seems not to be as bright as
it could and should be. Indeed, the share of biomass in the

enerp mix is decreasing, thermal power plants are likely to
be the main
conservation

source of new electricity suppiy and the energy
programs (PROCEL and CONPET) are losing

financial resources is

tho ^ ^ development of natural gas suppiy, hindering

svstp^r!?^'^^ ̂  needed modal change in the transportation
System as well. There
hinder the

are at least three main hurdies that

enerav towards an environmentally friendiy
o*'- OI price, financial resources and privatization-

User of earlier, the Brazilian economy is a large

charcoal have^ firewood). Both alcohol and
by the eqraiat; ^ompetitiveness strongly enhanced

the current lev^ ^1''°®.'" 'It® 1970's. Unfortunately,
to actual cost«? rr\uch low as compared
the Brazilian anth — ''onewable energy sources'*^ forcing
Producers‘’3 Provide substantial subsidies fot

alcohol (CoDerqiiro^ substantial effort made by both
their costs^'* charcoal producers to reduce

The

healthy and the Brazilian public finances is not
●■educe publir^^*^^ Qo^ernment is making strong efforts

Progressively remov Subsidies have been
be

to

has
en reduced. This f oonsequentiy, biomass use

discharged, the fut/^^^ suggests that, uniess oil prices
balance wili be rpH,/^^°^ biomass in the Brazilian energV

^®duced ,n the near future.

®xploitation of hvHrn^ ®®ction, we indicated that the t^tlj
9®® use and the tran resources, the spread of natural

substantiallv ^ the modal transportation
to

be

mix can

note that these tjHG emissions. It is importer'^
'nv

al
estments in inf °PP°rtunities need very substanti^

*i"te. These projects a quite long l®^^
●"O not ea thesy to finance, considering46
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new institutional framework of privatized public Services.

Indeed, although a large inflow of capital for public Services
after privatization is expected, it is important to have
that the high rate of return on investments (over Ib /o)
●"equired by private investors is a very serious hur e  or
^spital intensive investments with long lead time. or
'nstance, in the case of electricity generation ^here is
widespread view that privatization v\/ill induce  t e e
sector away from hydropower.

Despite these difficulties, there are
'^'loving the Brazilian energy sector to

elements that are
reduce its GHG

pniissions. Indeed, the very large price distortions
Place for many years are being x Por

inducing consumers to use energy more
instance, the Ministry of Mines and
a Program to promote alternativo renewable ene gv

poor communities. Renewable energy interesting
solar, wind and small-hydropower can be spec al^V
° suppiy energy demand in isolated rura j ^l^ese

J^ommunities in the north of the country. plants,
'solated consumers are using diesel fue e pgpewable
spending around US$ 200 million per year on f ■ gtem)
Energy sources can substitute total or partially (mix y
^de current diesel consumption in these areas

The movement for a carefui use of and

reinforced by energy conservation promoting
^ONPET) that are educating consumers the
energy efficient technologies as we . policy Act

ongress is analyzing an Energy gp^j consumers
9t wili induce Utilities, equipment pro u «xpected that

° invest in energy efficiency. Moreover, i |SO-14000
^^fong movement for the acquisition gpvironmental

quality standard wilI boost both energy .,994).
®fficiency of the Brazilian energy consum

the

 4 7
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The stabilization of the Brazilian economy and the drop
0  import substitution policies are likely to have  a positive
impact on GHG emissions as well. Indeed, these two
movements are forcing Brazilian producers to adiust their
processes to international

environrriental regulations are becoming progressively more

oroHnrr ' the amount of emissions that any
Producer can discharge into the environment.

standards. Moreover,

5 - CONCLUSIONS

Although it i
Pace of Brazilian

and sociaffLcesThl'^^^^'^®' by strong economic

anticipate a slow-down in the
energy consumption, it shall be increasing

CO, emissions for manyTeaÍ

's possible to

emissions showeTthm t°h
less harmfui to thp brazilian energy sector became

policies were introd after the oil crisis. Energy
substitute oil Ac Improve energy efficiency and to

CO emission<? ^ these policies, the rate of growth

enéroJ a very substantial
9y consumption.

mcrease in

More recentiy, both

^[astically changed.
''I<ely to mitigate CO
evidence that fóssil '

balance that
cnsis. This i

fuels

economic and energy policies were
nfortunately, these changes are not
emissions. Quite the reverse, there

3re taking back the share of the

's obviouskfl renewables after the oi
y a very disturbing development.

IS

Potential for
hydropower

's plenty of opportunities to reduce
emissions. Indeed, there is a very

and energy sources, special y
biomass, that can be exploited if sound4ô
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policies are put in place. Moreover, for too many years
Brazilian energy consumers have not been exposed to real
energy prices. This context did not induce a rational energy
consuming behavior. Since subsidies are being progressively
removed there are many opportunities to improve energy
efficiency that can be exploited in the near future.

We indicated that there are at least three hurdles that
environmentally
lack of financial

9re holding back the development of an
friendiy energy sector in Brazil: oil prices,
resources and privatization.

There is littie that Brazil can do to move oil ^
seems reasonable to adopt a non-regre

far as long term oil prices is concerned. t me
Brazilian energy policy-makers should assume o' Pnce ̂
least 20% over current prices when designing e
policies.

down but it

Movements have started recently to *^These
«nvestors to the energy and the transportation secto ^  n
^novements are expected to increase the
financial resources to support the very

needed to develop the Brazilian , ojects
there are signs that private investors are conditions
''''hh short lead time and high rate of return. .  . ^^e

“> «o.. ,h. powe, ..0... .».V 'f
transportation sector away from railways , ^ce

deteriorating the environmenta p

^oth- It is clear that the regulatory . 5 carefully
hartered before privatization, have to gre to

fhese issues. Probably the best

Provide mechanisms that can minimize pri that are
(fo reduce the rate of return) and to attract j
'"terested in long term projects such as pen®'°"
owever, it seems unavoidable that some

nffered for the regulator in order to ,|ons.
° ̂omply with stronger environmental reg

of

should be
investors

49
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Despite these hurdies, we indicated that subsides for

energy consumers and trade barriers have been both largely
removed, inducing energy consumers to behave

efficientiy. These movements are likely to reduce energy
consumption, helping the Brazilían economy to achieve a
sustainable energy path.

In any circumstance, it is fundamental to have in mind

that the role of industrial countries in the Brazilian GHG

policy is crucial. Indeed, the widespread perception among
Brazilian policy makers that industrial countries should take

the lead in the mitigation of CO2 emissions is a strong
constraining factor for the introduction of policies oriented to
mitigate GHG emissions.

To remove this perception it seems indispensable that

the Northern countries show a strong commitment to reduce
their own emissions. If so is done, we believe that industrial

countries can play a very positive role in the mitigation of

Brazilian GHG emissions, offering technological and financial

support that wili be needed to provide an energy efficient
and environmentally friendiy energy sector.

more

u
r
t

I m
!?i

6 - Notes

1 The IPCC
the increase concentration of GHG in

earth surface Potentially produce additionall warming of the

search for a rn 'ndnstrial and developing countries to
search for a co-operative approach to deal

the^'rie'rqv°sect°or* t?- environmental impacts of
índeeTdespiteinr^a not because they are not important.

gases partircularlv concentration of unhealthy
in he Ia 0 ll;, ^ave increased

.0 t:Lc:\he i^pTc/orthe^e^S"'
Paulo State is introducing limitations W h

y  iiations for industry activity in the

whit GHG emissions.
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in certain days ofmain industrial areas and the use of motor cars in
the week as well.

3 Petrobrás had found oil fields on-shore but was
^ore than 20% of domestic consumption. Nevertheless, P

refineries were suppiying roughly 100% of domestic consu
of oil Products.

unable to suppiy

generated from hydropower, was an
could substitute for fuels.

Brazil comes from

4 Since electricity was
widespread perception that electricity

5 Over 95% of the electricity generated in

hydroelectricity.
to increase

® The 2015 plan expects thermal installed capacity
from 4.7 GW to 9.4 GW.

makers to reduce
that it can no^ Petrobrás has been pressuring energy policy

Jhe share of anhydrous alcohol in gasoline arguing
onger subsidise the alcohol program.

that energy efficiency will improve
that energy generation

8 For iinstance, is quite likely
ood natural gas will have a large share of
as well.

3 Between 1950 and 1980, Brazilian ^""aTyper-inflat'°n
330/0. In the 1980's. debt crisis ® ^ggg

Ptocess (the average annual inflation comprehensive
6240/0 until between 1985 and

^®'''ew of the Brazilian anti-inflation policy (see Franco,

^6 We will analyse this point with more

Coutinho & Ferraz hold that these industries,

sulting in downgrading the production proce nationalisation
:® ' decline of both product diversification
'^Portation of raw material and spare parts

3.2.
detail in section

intensiva sectors
For details

Isee
Araújo 1

Brazilian industry energyabout the

994).
currency).

aiready
The Real Plan (the name of Brazil's new

brazil, approximately 670 'J^^JÍ^^'^!^gpdards.
uction process certified by ISO 90

has their

1
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15 See next section.

16 Currentiy, 88% of Brazilian householders use LPG for cooking
purposes.

efficiency improved 6% yearly between 1976 and
1991 {Araujo & alli, 1993).

18 It is estimated that
below the

around 30% of the Brazilian families are
poverty line (Sabóia, 1991).

19 Politically, Brazil i
government.

I a federation of States that elect their ownS

and^t í’s°ia‘rgely'!mportrd.''°^'

22 This pipeline wili have

smce it wilI offer access to
Argentina and domestic

23 At

MW, and

a s

- assunning a c

trategic role in the Brazilian market

consumers for both imports from
production as well.

as^CmínH expansion capital cost of 1 500 US$/
apacity factor of 55%.

government took*i°ff-^ October 1994 and the new
^ uTTice January I995.

2 5 *Fh

joint Projects^ private companies wili search

26 In order
th« subsidise
‘I e nationally eq^ai
‘Jhlities to

poorer regions of the country, there was

sobsidise binh
®e high costs Utilities.

27 The Brazilian ESI i

--^"ooation Of economic
strongly criticised for very serious

resources (Medeiros, 1993).

technXgles';'®®®®® competitiveness of less

'S a federation of

IS

rate of

the
States

28 Higher

capital intensive

29 Brazil i
USA. , in many ways similar to
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30 As result of the end of the military regime in 1985, a new

constitution was enacted by the Brazilian Congress in 1988.

31 For an overview of the Brazilian environmentalism see respo

& Leitão (1993). They interviewed 72 environmentalists (activis s,
scientists, industrialists, government specialists, politicians) o
produce a record of their ideas and action.

32 Brazilian Environmental Protection and Renewables Natural

Resources Agency.

33 For a comprehensive assessment of the Brazilian environme
Policy in the 1980’s, see CIMA, 1991.

34 In the State of São Paulo, it was recentiy for
íor the use of river water by industry and there are y

fhe discharge of poiluted material in rivers.
strategy do deal

35 The main task of this program is to develop a
vvith oil spillovers in the Brazilian coast.

sulphur but
units in its36 The Brazilian motor fuels are f®'®*'''®'''.

Rstrobrás is progressively introducing desulp uri
●"sfineries to comply with the legislation.

3T It is estimated that around 51% of the wili
only in Amazônia. Hence, any reduction mJorest bornmg
a major impact on the preservation o sp

well.as

38 It is important to note that estimates ot g®g °"matrcarbon
quite imprecise still. More research is needed to estim

^ sorption by tropical forests.

39 For the time being, co-generation is marginally
®conomic advantage (Oliveira, 1995).

It is estimated that 10% of electricity
9®nerators.

Indeed, they
standards.

lr> the case of charcoal, when produced
^^nipetitiveness is proved but this [
P''li’onmentally friend solution.

used, despite its

from co-will come

behind the Californian41
only 2 or 3 yearsare

native forest its
not anfrom

obviousiyis
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43 Between December 1984 and October 1994 subsidies provided

íP ® alcohol producers amounted to US$ 3.5 billion
1994). Currentiy, alcohol producers in the Southeast

region are receiving US$ 58.00/boe while those in the Northeast

are receiving US$ 88. 00/boe (Jornal do Brasil, November, 22-
lyyb), prices that

are both substantially over gasoline costs.
44 In the
oromntP industry, an extensive program to

comoetp w charcoal from planted forests in order to
larqelv cnm‘ forest was developed. However, charcoal is
situatLn still. IBAMA reacted to this

at'on creating strong obstacles to the use of charcoal.
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